The Future of Work

wiry veins pump electric lifeblood
thus is born the first hybrid
with circuit neurons and binary dreams
we welcome to society the age of machines

from analyzing scans to diagnosing disease
no medical task will be hard to achieve
combined with a doctor’s expertise
AI will push healthcare’s boundaries

while engineers work to develop solutions
AI determines the most optimal distributions
managing complex production pipelines and supply chains
algorithms are the answer to every manufacturer’s pains

autonomous drones take to the skies
defending america and protecting its allies
to the battlefield, soldiers accompany cyborgs
safeguarding our citizens from the dangers of war

robots in factories and self-driving cars on the streets
old jobs are replaced, opportunities increase
data analysis, virtual reality, and cybersecurity too
the possibilities are endless, fields are created anew

productivity skyrockets, economy booming
a new and improved future of work looming
scientific advancements and automation galore
with technology, the world is ours to conquer and explore